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Bird Dog Distributors LLC is pleased to announce the successful acquisition and subsequent complete
integration of Unifuse products and services into its operations over this past year. This transition has resulted
in a total overhaul of the Unifuse VIM equipment, the installation of additional machinery and the
implementation of lean manufacturing processes. As a part of this transition, an entirely new website has just
launched, offering streamlined search capabilities, a dedicated RFQ form and a user-friendly, consistent format
accessible to any desktop, tablet, or smartphone.
The Unifuse brand will continue to be utilized as we look to build on the growing demand for vibrational
molded plastics and further enhance the portfolio of products and services offered. Unifuse plastics have been
in the marketplace for over thirty-years and continue to provide unmatched durability and value to clients.
Bird Dog is a manufacturer and distributor of basic medical and surgical supplies, pharmaceuticals and
emergency field kits. Bird Dog’s primary focus of offering value-added services such as compiling and
packing customized parts and kits (pre-pacs), offering small order sizes and the ability to ship multiple items
on a single pallet is perfectly aligned with the Unifuse business model of value-added, low volume and
customized production. Bird Dog understands the logistical intricacies associated with its customer base and
strives to deliver best-in-class service.
Bird Dog is a certified HUBZone Small Business located in Dickenson County, Virginia, approximately 80
miles from the Bristol, Tennessee Tri-Cities airport. Bird Dog and Unifuse look forward to helping your
business grow and continue to work with you to deliver exceptional service and unparalleled value.
Please do not hesitate to contact Jeff or myself with any questions as we enter the holiday season and look
forward to a prosperous 2018. Your business and support remain our greatest asset – one valued above all
else.
Thank you.
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